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American HealthTech and Casamba Therapy Management Solutions
Announce a Therapeutic Partnership
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI – October 9, 2009 – American HealthTech (AHT) and Casamba Therapy
Management announce a new partnership launching “smart” integration of the premier therapy software solution
into the AHT electronic medical record (EMR).
American HealthTech is one of the largest providers of integrated long term care software in the country. The
software system provides the industry with a comprehensive approach to efficiently manage clinical and
financial requirements while balancing quality and care. Casamba has expertise and excellent capabilities in
the area of clinical therapy documentation and reporting. These components are critical to a complete EMR
solution.
“Casamba has mastered the complexity of rehab documentation. Capturing details of rehab therapy are key to
appropriate revenue and clinical documentation required by a rigorous regulatory system. Our new partnership
with Casamba offers our customers the best available solution on the market to accurately manage these
processes” offers Devin Simmons, VP Sales and Marketing for AHT.
Partnering with Casamba allows full integration of the software for existing customers of both companies. “We
have already announced this to current clients and it was received with great enthusiasm” says Bill Caldwell,
CEO of AHT.
“This exciting new partnership represents a huge win for our two companies and, more importantly, our
customers because it allows each company to focus on core competencies” says Sandro Grima, COO of
Casamba.
While separately Casamba and AHT already lead the industry, as a combined force we will offer unprecedented
levels of functionality, efficiency and service. Each solution is tailored to the unique needs of different
departments. Grima says “With our plan for deep integration between the two products, customers will enjoy the
benefits of using the best tools available for each job while at the same time reaping the benefits of seamless
integration”.

About American HealthTech
For over 30 years, American HealthTech, an employee owned company, has provided long-term care clients
with fully integrated clinical and financial software solutions. From admissions to assessments, care planning to
quality assurance, over a quarter of the nation’s nursing homes rely on American HealthTech daily to deliver
higher quality care and optimize business performance.

About Casamba
Casamba is the leading provider of Therapy Management Software for Skilled Nursing Facilities, Outpatient
Rehab Clinics, and Inpatient Rehab Facilities. Casamba’s SmartTX software is used in several thousand
locations across the US including some of the largest Contract Therapy and Nursing Home companies.
Founded in 1987, Casamba is a privately held corporation with corporate offices located in Agoura Hills, CA
along with several field office across the US.

